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August recess is in full swing and although debt ceiling and budget bills 
monopolized the month of July, discussions on the energy front have still 
trickled down. The Department of Energy created new heat exchangers that 
save energy in computer cooling equipment, Panasonic is launching an 
energy management project in Singapore, Verizon is testing different 
options for reducing ICT energy, and small green-tech start-ups look to big 
businesses for success. 
 
New Heat Exchanger to Save Energy in Computer Cooling Equipment: 
Energy efficient products are continually being invented to lessen energy 
consumption. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) highlighted a new 
computer chip cooling system http://bit.ly/qJQBf3 that uses heat exchanger 
technology rather than the current air-cooling technologies. The heat 
exchanger was created by DOES’s Sandia National Laboratory, hence its 
name “Sandia Cooler.” It regulates operating temperatures for chips in large-
scale IT systems such as data centers. This energy efficiency innovation will 
lead to reduced energy and cost savings for the commercial market and 
eventually for consumers’ personal computers. 
 
Semiconductors Drive Vehicle Fuel Efficiency: President Obama 
announced new fuel efficiency standards requiring cars to get 54.5 mpg by 
2025 and by 2014 having commercial cars meet fuel efficiency standards. 
David Isaacs, VP Government Policy at Semiconductor Industry Association 
blogged on the DESC site that semiconductors are increasingly present in 
vehicles and are a significant driver of fuel efficiency gains. A report by IC 
Insights states that the amount of semiconductors in vehicles will increase 15 
percent in 2011. “Innovations made possible by the semiconductor industry 
are truly changing the way that Americans drive and these innovations are 
having an enormous positive impact on the environment,” Isaac said. 
 
 
Panasonic Launches Household-Level Energy Management Project in 
Singapore: Not only is the smart grid being tested in the United States, but 
also in Singapore. http://bit.ly/mY2tMM  Panasonic Corporation has 
recently teamed up with the Republic of Singapore to test a two-year energy 
management program in specified housing. With the use of a smart meter, 
consumers will be able to monitor their electricity, water and gas-usage 
patterns. Panasonic’s energy system, “total energy solutions,” includes a 



smart meter for each household to gauge their energy use, as well as 
photovoltaic solar panels and lithium-ion batteries for the building.  
 
Consumer’s Rights to Energy Data Usage: Just a couple weeks ago the  
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) unanimously adopted a 
smart grid policy establishing California consumer’s right to energy data 
access, along with privacy protections.  Intel’s John Thomas, director of 
technology strategy for their Open Energy Initiative, blogged on the DESC 
site that this California rule will serve as a catalyst for market innovation and 
consumer savings.  Read this full post at 
http://www.digitalenergysolutions.org/blog/desc-blog/consumer-s-rights-
to-energy-data-usage/ 
 
EL’s Smart Grid Survey: 
Environmental Leader surveyed consumers asking what benefits must be 
included in a smart grid as a criteria for adoption. The report stated the top 
four reasons to implement a smart grid would be to save money, use 
electricity more efficiently, reduce personal energy use and create jobs.  
 
Need for a Real Domestic Alternative Energy Policy in the U.S.: Robert 
Raiper stated in his R-Squared Energy Blog http://bit.ly/ruk7Zo that 
strengthening America’s alternative energy policies would rebuild our 
struggling economy and enable the U.S. to compete globally.  He argues that 
if government would continue to stimulate alternative energy industries as a 
compensation for their initial loses, it would open a larger job market while 
mitigating America’s energy dependency.  
 
Verizon, NREL Sign Energy Efficiency and Smart Grid MOU: Verizon 
has teamed up with the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory http://bit.ly/nB5NuD to test different options of reducing 
energy in the information and communication technology industry. They are 
specifically testing energy management and energy efficient strategies at 
Verizon’s data centers. The ICT industry consumes three percent of U.S. 
electricity, half of that coming from telecommunications. That is why the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory chose to work with Verizon to 
innovate and apply energy-saving technologies, which will help the 
economy and the environment.  
 
 



Why green-tech start-ups depend on big business: With budget cuts 
eliminating tax breaks for renewable energy and slowing funds for research 
and development, smaller green-tech start-ups are increasingly dependent on 
big business support. A CNET article http://cnet.co/qk9UGB featured Luke 
Fishback’s energy monitoring company Plotwatt, stating it was low profile 
until General Electric gave Plotwatt a $100,000 from it’s Ecomagination 
competition and praised Plotwatt in the media. After GE’s assistance, 
Plotwatt’s customers increased dramatically. Many small green-tech 
companies have experienced the same help from the big tech companies and 
it is projected others will follow suit.  
 
**The DESC Dispatch is a bi-weekly roundup of posts, analysis and 
observations from across the Web. Topics range from energy efficiency to 
green innovation, along with anything else driving conversations online.** 
 
Visit www.digitalenergysolutions.org 
<http://www.digitalenergysolutions.org> to learn more about 
how ICT plays a role in improving our environment and driving 
long‐term economic growth. 

 
 
 
 
 


